
Creativity at Work

Break barriers and
bridge the gap

between employers
and employees, to

create an open and
comfortable
environment.

info@creativegeniusartacademy.ca /creativegeniusartacademy @creativegeniusartacademy @CGArtAcademy

PALETTE PALS

Empower your employees' creativity and boost your company
culture with an art party hosted by Creative Genius Art Academy!

CORPORATE ART PARTY

Encourage teamwork
and build a

sustaining and
supportive company

culture based on
goals and values.

GOAL
VISUALIZARION 

Recognize and
celebrate everyone's

diverse skills and
unique contributions

to the company's
development.

COLLECTIVE
CANVAS



Artful leadership
Team development
Strategic planning
Inspiring, engaging & motivating
Creative & meaningful work
Leading change
Appreciative inquiry

Why Us?

This workshop focus on the
process of expression and

listening to your intuition to tell
you what to paint next.

Participants will begin to
connect with their creative and

wiser self on a deeper level.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS
This workshop emphasizes
spaces that don't 'sanitize'

environments to avoid
mistakes. We encourage a

culture where mistakes lead 
to healthy reflection and

collective ownership.

MANAGING
PERFECTIONISM

This workshop focus on
individual goals and ambitions.

Participants are asked to
depict what they wish to gain
in life, and imagine themselves

as they achieve it. The end
result will be infused with

emotion as they imagine what
they will see, touch, smell,

taste, and hear.

DREAM PAINTING
Designed for those who wish

to explore creative expression
at the fullest, this workshop
combines various forms of
artistic media into a single

work. Methods include
painting, drawing, and

collaging.

MIXED MEDIA

WORKSHOPS

A fun alternative to traditional employee training that's proven to
improve essential critical thinking and problem solving skills!

Learning from Sylvia is a real treat. She
teaches with an open mind that lets you
explore your own creative side. As an
artist herself, her own creations are as
great as her passion for teaching. I can

say it is a privilege to learn from her. 
 

Anne T.


